For Immediate Release

Benefit Strategies, LLC Recognized by Evolution1 for Outstanding Achievements
Earns Partner Excellence Award for Growth
®

Orlando, FL — DATE, April 4, 2014 — Benefit Strategies, LLC has been honored by Evolution1 with
a 2013 Partner Excellence Award for outstanding business achievements. Benefit Strategies received the
Excellence Award for Growth at Partner Conference 2014, the annual Evolution1 Partner conference
recently held in Orlando, Florida.
Benefit Strategies was selected for the award because of its significant above-average growth in use of
Evolution1 solutions and products. Benefit Strategies has established innovation in enrollment meetings,
shown excellence in new sales and marketing endeavors, and sustained strong retention.
The Excellence Awards, established in 2009, are presented yearly and recognize Evolution1 Partners
that have achieved extraordinary notable accomplishments. Award recipients were recognized for
reaching significant milestones in 2013 across several areas including growth, evangelism, leadership,
innovation, and customer service as well as overall outstanding Partner successes.
The 2013 Partner Excellence Awards were presented in 12 categories: Growth Excellence, Evangelist,
Innovator, Market Maker, Sales Excellence, Service Excellence, Solution Visionary, Leadership, New
Partner of the Year, Card Partner of the Year, Platform Partner of the Year, and Partner of the Year.

About Evolution1
®
At Evolution1 , we simplify the business of healthcare. We do that through innovative healthcare software
and payment solutions that administer and manage consumer directed accounts. But we don’t do it alone.
Our network of Partner organizations enables us to deliver our industry-leading solution to 90,000

employers and more than 10,000,000 consumers across the country. Together we take the complexity
out of defined contribution, HSAs, HRAs, FSAs, VEBAs, PRAs, wellness plans and transit plans. Created
with users in mind, our solutions provide a single end-to-end intuitive user experience that reduces costs,
saves time and ultimately simplifies the business of healthcare. Learn more at www.evolution1.com.
About Benefit Strategies
Benefit Strategies, LLC was originally founded in 1989 by Paul Smith and is headquartered in New
Hampshire. His original vision was to offer high quality Section 125 administrative services to small midsized companies in New England. Over the years Benefit Strategies has expanded services to include
COBRA, Commuter Choice and Health Reimbursement Arrangement Administration. Today, Benefit
Strategies proudly partners with hundred of benefit brokers and serves over 1,900 valued clients
throughout the United States.

